A& P Welfare Committee

Survey Summary

Summary of responses to question 4: If you are aware of the tuition waiver and would like to use the benefit are there barriers to taking advantage of the tuition waiver?

Most responses were concerns about the additional fees not being covered, getting the 5 hour limit raised to 6 hours (this would allow two courses to be taken in many cases), lack of offerings before or after standard working hours, not being able to register for courses until the first day and supervisors openly being negative about courses taken during standard working hours.

Question 5: How important is it that additional fees be included in the tuition waiver?

65% ranked this as important or very important, would like to see this extended to distance learning.

Question 7(i think): If a benefit allowed you to participate in online courses would you?

82.5% said yes that this benefit would solve problems of classes during working hours and lack of seats, some concerns expressed about the quality of courses that would be available.
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